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PAKISTANI GOVERNMENT VICTORY as public opiinion turns against
Taliban.

Q&A
Pakistan's beleaguered government has managed to win unprecedented
A Thank you From the
popular support for the army's offensive against Taliban fighters in the
Guides
Swat Valley.
Both of the country's main political movements - the ruling Pakistan
People's Party and the opposition Pakistan Muslim League (Nawaz) have
joined forces to support the operation. This display of unity was not only a
TalAl Healings
response to Western pressure: the parties were also reflecting a crucial
change in the popular mood. For the first time, the Taliban appear to be at
the receiving end of a popular backlash.
"It feels as if the nation is at our back supporting us, morally and legally.
Weekending
As a soldier you feel great. Now everyone has realized the threat," said
Colonel Abdul Rehman, an officer stationed in Swat.
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OBAMA'S SPEECH TO THE MUSLIM WORLD.
Mr. Obama spoke forthrightly and frankly about one of the riskiest
subjects in American politics: America's relations with the Muslim world. It
was a speech painful at points; brutally honest at others; and strikingly
redemptive in the end. A speech this fine deserves to be mulled over and
reflected upon. That Mr. Obama chose to deliver it- while clearly aware of
the political risks involved in doing so - is a testament to his courage and
fortitude as a leader.
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Tell a Friend

Q: In the guide book it gives the steps for the "Symphonic Heart Healing".
I'm confused because it says to complete them 3 times, then at the bottom
it says to do them 2 more times. I believe in class we did them 3 times but
this was confusing to me and I've been doing it 5 times, is this correct?
Margaret: No, that's not correct. The Symphonic Heart Healing is to be
done 3 times only. I realize it is rather confusing in the book and I'm glad
you brought this up. I'll make a correction and take "2 more times" out. I
think this will make it much clearer.

Links

Q: If we miss a couple day's healings on our project, can we just program
some backwards in time? In other words just do one healing, and program
it to happen for example 3 times?

DivinePeaceHealing Margaret: The guides have let me know that we can't "program" DPH
Healings. If you miss a couple days, for example, you can do the healings
all in one day to catch up. But you can't do one healing and program it to
happen, for example 3 times.
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Q: I'm doing "Location" healings on my own home. I'm doing them often,
so do I need to do the "clearing steps" each time, in other words the
Imprints, Curses & Hexes, Mother Earth's pain and Souls taken to the
light?
Margaret: Yes, the guides have been specific about these steps. They
should be done each time.
Q: I have a Genesa Crystal which generates a strong frequency of
energy. If I hold this in my lap while I'm doing a DPH healing, does that
mean I'm sending out a stronger frequency of energy during my healing?
Would this be beneficial?

Share Your
Experiences

Guides: "Each person is different and unique and as such has a different
and unique energy vibration. The strength of this energy vibration blends
with the vibration of the shapes and colors of the symbols as you perform
the healing.
Although each person will be sending out healing energy, this energy is
unique to them. Anything that increases this energy vibration, such as the
Genesa Crystal, simply blends with the symbols, and the energy that is
sent out would be increased."
"You can see from what we have said, that yes, this would be very
beneficial."
Q: When doing healings if we do several back to back, may we just do the
cleansing part once at the end, instead of with each one?
Guides: "We will explain it this way. Remember when you are doing the
healing you are actually connecting to whatever location/group you are
healing. There is an actual energy connection. This is why we have
added the cleansing after the healing has been completed. We feel it is in
your best interest to cleanse each time for your own protection."

A THANK YOU FROM THE GUIDES
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CHANGING
THE WORLD
FOR
FUTURE

DPH Guides
6/8/09
We wish to take this opportunity to thank each and every one of you for
all that you are doing. You might view this as something small and rather
insignificant. You sit in the privacy of your own homes and you say the
prayers and trace the symbols, and it may not seem quite real to you that
you are reaching those in such distant lands.
We want you to know that it is real and that what you are doing is neither
small nor insignificant. As we mentioned to you before, you are on the
"cutting edge" of this peace movement. You are pioneers and what you
are doing is making a tremendous difference.

GENERATIONS
You cannot see into the hearts and souls of those so hardened by war
and hatred, but we can. What we see is a softening. Those who were so
adamant and resolute in their ideas and philosophies are not quite that
much so anymore. Those militants fighting with hatred and un-forgiveness
in their hearts now have Divine symbols received each day, which are
beginning to take effect. Their cause now seems a little less important and
they are beginning to think of their loved ones at home, wondering if the
fighting is worth what they are going through. They are a little less
enthusiastic about their cause.
These are the things you cannot see, but we can. This is something that
does not happen overnight but is a steady ongoing process that brings
change little by little. This is truly a co-creation of peace by you, all of us
here, and The Divine. It is a joint effort. We could not do this without
people like you with unconditional love and peace in your hearts.

SEND US

To bring peace to fruition, we must have dedicated people in physical
body, living on your planet, helping in this joint effort. Without you, it
cannot be done. So as you do your healings, remember what we have
said, and realize the impact you are having on your beloved planet.
We bestow blessings of love and gratitude upon you. . . . . . . . . . .
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